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A B S T R A C T   

The accuracy of artificial intelligence-aided (AI) caries diagnosis can vary considerably depending on numerous 
factors. This review aimed to assess the diagnostic accuracy of AI models for caries detection and classification on 
bitewing radiographs. Publications after 2010 were screened in five databases. A customized risk of bias (RoB) 
assessment tool was developed and applied to the 14 articles that met the inclusion criteria out of 935 references. 
Dataset sizes ranged from 112 to 3686 radiographs. While 86 % of the studies reported a model with an accuracy 
of ≥80 %, most exhibited unclear or high risk of bias. Three studies compared the model’s diagnostic perfor-
mance to dentists, in which the models consistently showed higher average sensitivity. Five studies were 
included in a bivariate diagnostic random-effects meta-analysis for overall caries detection. The diagnostic odds 
ratio was 55.8 (95 % CI= 28.8 – 108.3), and the summary sensitivity and specificity were 0.87 (0.76 – 0.94) and 
0.89 (0.75 – 0.960), respectively. Independent meta-analyses for dentin and enamel caries detection were 
conducted and showed sensitivities of 0.84 (0.80 – 0.87) and 0.71 (0.66 – 0.75), respectively. Despite the 
promising diagnostic performance of AI models, the lack of high-quality, adequately reported, and externally 
validated studies highlight current challenges and future research needs.   

1. Introduction 

Early detection of proximal caries is crucial for timely treatment and 
safeguarding the best possible prognosis. Recent systematic reviews 
investigating the accuracy of unaided visual examination for the 
detection of enamel and dentin caries reported acceptable diagnostic 
accuracy [1,2]. This renders dental radiography a valuable diagnostic 
aid to efficiently detect, diagnose, and monitor caries [3,4]. It also 
renders the development of reliable tools to support the diagnosis pro-
cess, such as artificial intelligence (AI) tools, of paramount importance. 
AI implementations in the dental field are growing steadily, and dental 
caries detection is one of the main areas of interest [5]. Numerous 
studies have investigated the diagnostic performance of AI models on all 
types of dental radiographs [5,6]. The development of AI models for 
caries detection, especially from bitewing radiographs (BWR) is one of 
the promising endeavors of AI in dentistry. 

It is known that the performance of AI models aimed at caries 
diagnosis can vary considerably depending on the algorithm used, the 
size and diversity of the included radiographic dataset, and the quality 
of the annotations, among other factors [6]. Each of these elements 

factors into the uncertainty surrounding the true robustness and con-
sistency of this emerging technology. Given the vast number of publi-
cations, the highly dynamic nature of this field, and the importance of 
ensuring reliable detection of caries, a systematic appraisal of the 
diagnostic performance of these models is needed. Therefore, this sys-
tematic review aims to identify studies that used AI for caries detection 
on bitewing radiographs and evaluate study quality. Additionally, it also 
aimed to compile meta-analytic data regarding the diagnostic accuracy 
of these models. 

2. Methods 

This systematic review and meta-analysis followed the PRISMA-DTA 
guidelines [7] and was prospectively registered on PROSPERO (ID 
number: CRD42023424797). 

2.1. Systematic search of the literature 

This systematic review aimed to answer the following PIRD question: 
“What is the diagnostic performance of AI-based models (index test) for 
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caries detection and/or classification (diagnosis of interest) on bitewing 
radiographs (population) in comparison to the reference standard 
(reference test)?” The PIRD question was searched in five different da-
tabases: Medline (via PubMed), Embase, Web of Science, IEEE Xplore, 
and Google Scholar. The databases were searched using different com-
binations of search terms that were agreed upon based on the research 
question and eligibility criteria. The keywords used in the search are 
summarized in Table 1, and the search queries for the different data-
bases and their results can be found in Appendix I of the supplemental 
material. All citation results from the databases were downloaded and 
merged into one folder in the reference management software EndNote 
X7 (Clarivate Analytics, Philadelphia, PA, USA). Furthermore, a hand 
search of the reference lists of the included references, journals of in-
terest, and relevant reviews was performed. However, no search for gray 
literature was conducted. Articles identified via hand search were added 
to the rest of the records. Then, duplicate records were eliminated with 
the help of the bibliographic software. 

The titles and abstracts of the resulting articles were examined ac-
cording to the predefined eligibility criteria by two independent re-
viewers (N.A. and J.K.), and any disagreements were discussed until 
resolution. Reviewers were not blinded to the identifying data of the 
articles. After screening records and eliminating ineligible articles, the 
full texts were retrieved for the eligible ones. In case the article’s eligi-
bility could not be determined solely from the title and abstract, its full 
text was examined for further evaluation. After viewing the full text 
articles, the reviewers made a final decision for inclusion or exclusion in 
consensus. The inclusion criteria were publications that developed an AI 
model to detect, classify, or segment caries, and reported the internal 
validation results. The studies must include an evaluation of the model’s 
diagnostic performance by comparing it to a reference standard. Due to 
the recent uprise of AI applications in dentistry, the search was limited 
to publications after 2010. Excluded studies were reviews, conference 
proceedings, editorials, and studies reported in languages other than 
English. Furthermore, studies that did not report sufficient details 
regarding the development and evaluation of the AI model or that did 
not separately report the model’s caries detection performance were 
excluded. Studies employing automated tools for annotation were also 
excluded from consideration. 

2.2. Data collection 

The two reviewers (N.A. and J.K.) extracted all relevant data from 
the included articles using a structured form. Disagreements and dis-
crepancies were discussed until resolution. In summary, the following 
characteristics – if available – were extracted: bibliographic data, study 
design, type of neural network(s), number of bitewing radiographs used 
for training, validation, and testing of the model, dentition type, anno-
tation type, annotation platform, number and experience of annotators, 
caries classification, image size alteration, and performance metrics. A 
data extraction template can be found in Appendix II of the supple-
mental material. 

In an effort to pursue complete extraction of the sought data, 
different approaches were adopted. The first of these included directly 
contacting the corresponding author of the respective publications via e- 
mail. This was done for included studies that showed low/moderate RoB 
and did not explicitly report contingency table results. If no reply was 
received, a follow-up email was sent a few weeks later. In some 

instances, the outreach effort extended beyond the corresponding au-
thors, by contacting other authors from the same publication to request 
the data. Furthermore, the reviewers examined the other AI-based 
dental diagnostics publications of the authors and workgroups associ-
ated with the included studies for any similarities or shared data that 
could aid in reconstructing the missing information. 

2.3. Risk of bias assessment 

Given the recent emergence of this technology in dentistry, a 
specialized Risk of Bias assessment (RoB) tool for evaluating the risk of 
bias was custom-made and applied to the included studies. The 
customized assessment tool can be found in Appendix III. Specifically, 
this assessment tool was based on the caries diagnostic studies RoB tool 
developed by Kühnisch et al. in 2019 [8]. This tool aimed to adapt the 
widely used evaluation tools for diagnostic accuracy studies; QUADAS-2 
(Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies) [8,9] and the 
Joanna Briggs Institute Reviewers’ Manual [10,11] to the precise pur-
pose of identifying potential biases in caries diagnostic studies which 
would otherwise not be comprehensively covered by QUADAS-2 alone. 
To achieve this, we employed the aforementioned caries diagnostic 
studies RoB tool and slightly modified it to better align with the nuanced 
intricacies associated with AI dental diagnostics. This customization was 
based on relevant checklists within the automated dental diagnostic 
field [12] and following the guidelines for qualitative study assessment 
[11,13]. The resulting customized RoB tool consisted of 17 signaling 
questions organized into four domains: Population & image selection, 
Index test, Reference test, and Data analysis (flow and timing). The 
domains cover various sources of bias including selection bias, spectrum 
bias, blinding biases for the index and reference tests, misclassification 
bias, diagnostic review bias and incorporation biases, partial and dif-
ferential verification biases, validity bias, and reproducibility bias. For 
each signalling question, one of three modalities (high, low, or unclear) 
was employed to assess the bias of the included articles. The category 
‘unclear RoB’ was reserved for instances where the article provided 
insufficient or no information. 

The RoB assessment was performed by two reviewers (N.A. and J.K.), 
and discrepancies were discussed and resolved within a larger work-
group until consensus resolution. Further examination was undertaken 
to choose studies for inclusion in the meta-analysis. Studies scoring low 
or moderate RoB in the major components (index test criteria, reference 
test criteria, incorporation bias, partial verification bias, and differential 
verification bias) were deemed acceptable for a meta-analysis. 

2.4. Data handling, statistical procedures, and meta-analysis 

Data from the included studies were entered into Excel spreadsheets 
(Excel 2023, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) and subse-
quently imported to Review Manager Web (RevMan Web version 6.0, 
The Cochrane Collaboration, available at revman.cochrane.org) for the 
RoB assessment. The meta-analyses were carried out using the statistical 
software program Stata (StataCorp. 2019, release 16, College Station, 
TX: StataCorp LLC, USA) in conjunction with the statistical packages 
metandi [14] and metadta [15]. For inclusion in the meta-analysis, 
studies had to show low or moderate RoB and report either complete 
contingency tables or the results for sensitivity (SE), specificity (SP), 
negative predictive value (NPV), positive predictive value (PPV), and 

Table 1 
Search terms and keywords used in the database search.  

Caries  Radiography  Artificial intelligence  Diagnosis 

caries OR decay 
OR cavity OR 
dentin OR 
enamel 

AND radiograph* OR x-ray OR x 
ray OR bitewing OR bite 
wing OR bite-wing 

AND artificial intelligence OR deep learning OR 
machine learning OR computer vision OR 
neural network OR annotation OR NN 

AND detect* OR diagn* OR evaluat* OR localization OR 
segmentation OR classification OR performance OR 
accuracy OR sensitivity OR specificity OR reference  
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caries prevalence to facilitate inclusion in the analysis. To calculate 
pooled SE and pooled SP estimates with a 95 % confidence interval (95 
% CI), a bivariate diagnostic random-effects meta-analysis was used, and 
the pooled DOR was calculated [16]. A hierarchical summary 
receiver-operating characteristic curve (HSROC) and forest plot were 
generated to illustrate the diagnostic performance and differences 

between studies [17]. For studies reporting multiple AI models, only the 
best-performing model was included in the meta-analysis. 

Utilizing both the bivariate diagnostic random-effects meta-analysis 
and HSROC models in the analysis offers several key benefits. Bivariate 
diagnostic random-effects meta-analysis accounts for the correlation 
between SE and SP while effectively addressing study heterogeneity, 

Fig. 1. Flow diagram illustrating the search and study selection process.  
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providing a robust assessment of diagnostic accuracy. On the other 
hand, HSROC allows for a more comprehensive exploration of diag-
nostic accuracy data. Together, these models provide a well-rounded 
analysis that enhances the depth and reliability of the findings. As the 
HSROC curve progresses toward the upper-left corner of the graph, the 
DOR increases, signifying a test with an enhanced ability to discriminate 
between disease and health conditions [18]. 

Furthermore, the diagnostic odds ratio (DOR) was calculated for any 
model in the included studies for which one of the following result pairs 
was reported: contingency tables, SE and SP, or PPV and NPV. For this 
meta-analysis, the diagnostic accuracy measures are reported per caries 
lesion. A sensitivity-specificity scatterplot was created to facilitate 
comparison between models in different studies, this was done using the 
statistical software R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, 
Austria, https://www.R-project.org/). Additional information obtained 
via author communication was incorporated in the analysis whenever 
possible. In instances where direct communication with the authors did 
not yield the required data, we resorted to utilizing the calculator 
function in RevMan, which employs equations to derive unreported data 
from the information that was available in the study. Studies with no or 
incomplete data were excluded from further analysis. 

3. Results 

3.1. Database search 

The database searches were conducted twice to ensure an updated 
view of the field. The first search was in April 2023, and the second was 
in November of the same year. The final database search yielded 935 
unique citations. Of these, 62 potential references were identified, and 
14 studies were included in the qualitative assessment (supplementary 
materials Appendix IV) [19–32]. There were several reasons for study 
exclusion as listed in Appendix V. An overview of the study flow and 
eligibility assessment process is summarized in Fig. 1. Although the 
database search excluded only studies published before 2010, all 
included studies were published between 2020 and 2023. 

3.2. Study characteristics 

A wide range of neural networks were employed, of which the most 
prevalent was the U-Net architecture which was used in six studies. 
Eleven of the included studies (79 %) specified using a BWR dataset of 
permanent teeth, and the rest did not mention the type of dentition 
investigated. The dataset size ranged from 112 to 3686 BWR, and all but 
two studies detailed the eligibility criteria for the images used. The 
average number of dentists annotating the reference dataset was 2, with 
two studies reporting annotation by only one dentist. Furthermore, the 
annotators’ clinical experience ranged from 3 to 25 years. Half of the 
included classified caries lesions as either present or absent. A summary 
of the data extracted from the study is tabulated in Appendix VI of the 
supplementary materials. 

Through author communications, we received the unreported con-
tingency table data for three studies. One of which was successfully 
included in the meta-analyses for overall, dentin, and enamel caries 
detection [30]. However, it was not possible to include the other two 
studies. The exclusion of the other data received is attributed to the AI 
model design, which was trained to strictly identify abnormal tissue 
(caries). Consequently, these models were unable to detect healthy tis-
sue, hence no ‘true negative’ values were available, which precludes 
their integration into the bivariate meta-analysis model [19,28]. 

3.3. Qualitative and quantitative assessments 

All included studies underwent qualitative assessment. Only one 
study demonstrated low RoB across all domains [23], while most studies 
showed signs of unclear or high RoB. The flow and timing domain was 
where most studies (86 %) showed high or unclear RoB. Evaluation of 
the RoB and concerns regarding applicability are summarized in Fig. 2. 
From the fourteen included studies, only four reported complete con-
tingency tables, and a fifth study provided sufficient data to infer the 
table’s values. Given that these studies were deemed to show low/-
moderate risk of bias, they were chosen for the meta-analysis for overall 
caries detection. Furthermore, three of these studies classified the 

Fig. 2. Summary of the methodological quality assessment for the included studies. The red bar indicates high RoB, the yellow bar indicates unclear RoB and the 
green one indicates low RoB. 

Table 2 
Reported contingency tables of studies included in the meta-analysis for the detection of overall, dentin, and enamel caries.  

Study BWR in total dataset BWR in test dataset True positives False positives False negatives True negatives 

Overall caries detection 
Panyarak et al. 2023  2758 196  115  20  11  34 
Estai et al. 2022  2468 10-fold cross-validation  293  49  36  301 
Suttapak et al. 2022  2250 450  347  16  13  74 
Bayraktar et al. 2022  1000 200  271  42  104  2283 
Chen et al. 2022  978 160  388  116  148  1435 
Dentin caries detection 
Panyarak et al. 2023  2758 180  79  6  11  84 
Suttapak et al. 2022  2250 450  71  16  19  344 
Chen et al. 2022  978 160  225  163  44  72 
Enamel caries detection 
Panyarak et al. 2023  2758 180  27  18  14  121 
Suttapak et al. 2022  2250 450  69  23  21  337 
Chen et al. 2022  978 160  163  225  72  44  
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detected lesions and reported detailed confusion matrices, which 
allowed for an independent meta-analysis for the detection of dentin 
caries and another one for the detection of enamel caries (Table 2). 

The DOR was calculated for the models for which the pertinent data 
were reported (Fig. 3). The scatterplot in Fig. 4 facilitates comparison 
between these different models. The reported DORs ranged from 0 to 
141. For the meta-analysis, the highest diagnostic performance was 

observed for the overall detection of caries with a summary DOR (95 % 
CI) of 55.8 (28.8 – 108.3), while the lowest was for the detection of 
enamel caries. The forest plots for the three meta-analyses along with 
the summary statistics can be found in Fig. 5. The HSROC curve for 
overall caries detection is shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 3. Dot plot displaying the DOR of some of the networks in the included studies.  
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3.4. Comparison to dentists 

Three of the included studies used a hold-out dataset to compare the 
AI model’s diagnostic performance to that of dentists [21–23]. The 
models consistently exhibited higher sensitivity than the dentists. 
Notably, only one study used external data to validate the model’s 
performance. When compared to the diagnostic performance achieved 
with internal data, this model showed diminished performance on the 
external data [20]. 

4. Discussion 

BWRs are frequently recommended as a diagnostic aid to visual- 
tactile inspection for proximal decay detection [3,4,33]. As a result, 
these radiographs have garnered significant attention aimed at devel-
oping AI models that automate this procedure. To address the expanding 
body of literature, the present systematic review and meta-analysis 
synthesized and critically evaluated the available evidence regarding 
AI-based caries detection and classification from BWR. 

The included studies showed a broad quality spectrum and only a 
few studies fulfilled the basic reporting requirements for diagnostic ac-
curacy studies (Fig. 2). Most of the included studies showed high or 
unclear RoB, which is consistent with earlier reviews’ conclusions that 

the overarching feature in most AI-based dental diagnosis studies is poor 
reporting quality [6]. Aside from reporting the AI algorithm used and its 
development, the majority of studies did not report external validation 
data. Only one study sought external validation for their model’s per-
formance, revealing diminished accuracy compared to the results re-
ported for the internal dataset [20]. Since the reported models have not 
undergone testing as clinical tools, it is essential to recognize the limited 
understanding of how they would perform in actual clinical settings. 
Moreover, there remains uncertainty about potential underlying over-
fitting in the model. Future studies should seek external validation 
[10–12,34,35]. To enhance a model’s generalizability, datasets should 
aim for maximum possible heterogeneity. This reinforces previous sug-
gestions to share anonymized study datasets in open repositories, 
enabling external validation of models by other researchers [12]. 

The meta-analysis for overall caries detection revealed that using AI 
models for the detection of overall caries can yield greater accuracy than 
using intraoral radiography alone. The majority of the included studies 
reported an AI model with high accuracy (≥ 80 %), which is in line with 
the findings of previous reviews [6]. Generally, caries detection using 
intraoral radiography offers moderate SE (0.40 – 0.50) and high SP (0.80 
– 0.90) [2,4,36]. As compared to conventional radiologic diagnosis, 
AI-supported caries diagnosis shows a promising increase in SE as shown 
by the summary SE of 0.87 (0.76 – 0.94) in Fig. 5. Furthermore, 

Fig. 4. Scatterplot showing the sensitivity and specificity results for some of the AI models reported in the included studies.  
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systematic reviews reveal that dental examination aided by radiographs 
results in caries DORs ranging between only 2.6 (0.80 – 8.20) and 17.11 
(3.72 – 78.39), in comparison to 55.8 (28.8 – 108.3) as recorded with AI 
models included in the present review [2,4,36]. 

The outcomes of the meta-analyses concerning caries classification 
were in line with the typical clinical scenarios. Since identifying prox-
imal enamel caries presents a greater challenge compared to diagnosing 
dentin caries, the summary SE for classifying dentin and enamel caries 
showed similar trends, recording SE of 0.84 (0.80 – 87) and 0.71 (0.66 – 
75), respectively. This observation highlights the need to reinforce 
clinical diagnoses with reliable diagnostic aids to detect the early signs 
of decay. 

Except for one study, all studies included in the meta-analysis re-
ported an average SP that was equal to or exceeding 0.63. The specificity 
metrics reported by Chen et al., 2022 [23] for the detection of dentin and 
enamel caries were 0.31 (0.25 – 0.37) and 0.16 (0.12 – 0.21), respec-
tively. Despite demonstrating good SP in overall caries detection and 
conforming with the trend of declining diagnostic performance in caries 
classification tasks, these findings deviate markedly from the average 
performance of the other studies included in the meta-analyses for caries 
classification (Fig. 5) [29,30]. Valuable insights can be gained from 
examining the potential causes behind this outcome. The substantial 
decrease in SP while the SE remains relatively within range suggests that 
the test model becomes more permissive to classifying healthy tissue as 
carious (false positives) when tasked with caries classification. An in-
crease in false positives is inversely related to SP. The discrepancy can be 
traced back to the annotation approach used . While the other studies in 
the meta-analysis explicitly annotated healthy tissues (true negatives) in 
their training sets, the study under consideration labelled carious tissue 
only. As a result, the developed AI model lacked a clear reference for 

distinguishing between healthy and carious tissues. This limitation was 
particularly pronounced in enamel caries classification, where the 
model faced challenges in discerning the subtle differences between 
sound surfaces and early lesions, leading to an increased misclassifica-
tion rate and hence lower SP. This observation is also closely intertwined 
with the threshold selection for classifying test results as positive or 
negative. If the threshold was set too low, more cases may have been 
classified as positive, causing an increase in SE but a decrease in SP. 

This observation underscores the critical need to include healthy 
tissue annotations (true negatives) in training datasets to improve the 
specificity of caries detection models. Given the diagnostic challenges 
posed by the elusive nature of early caries lesions, the absence of healthy 
tissue annotations hinders a comprehensive evaluation of a dental di-
agnostics model performance, particularly regarding specificity. It is 
essential to acknowledge this limitation, especially considering the well- 
recognized risks of overdiagnosis and consequently overtreatment. 

Furthermore, data variability and possible class imbalances, as 
manifested by the prevalence of caries of different extensions in the 
training dataset, directly impact performance metrics. This is particu-
larly relevant since Chen et al., 2022 report a caries prevalence of 24.8 % 
(in a total of 978 images) in the dataset in comparison to 41.7 % (in a 
total of 2758 images) reported by Panyarak et al., 2023 [30]. Finally, 
discrepancies in performance can be directly attributed to variations in 
AI model capabilities. Chen et al. employed the Faster R-CNN, while 
Suttapak et al., 2022 [29] utilized ResNet-101, and Panyarak et al., 2023 
employed ResNet-152. The choice of different models introduces vari-
ations in complexity, with more layers typically indicating greater 
complexity and enhanced learning capabilities and performance. 

Aside from technical specifications, several factors directly affect an 
AI model’s diagnostic performance. The professional background and 

Fig. 5. Forest plot for the meta-analyses for overall caries detection, dentin caries detection, and enamel caries detection showing the summary sensitivity and 
specificity for the included studies with the confidence interval (95 % CI). 
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clinical experience of the annotator(s) play a pivotal role. Several studies 
employed a single expert as the reference standard annotator, a choice 
that invites criticism due to the considerable variability in experts’ di-
agnoses. Any model trained on a single-annotator dataset will reflect the 
proficiency of this sole expert. Exclusively relying on a ‘fuzzy’ reference 
standard established by one dentist is likely to introduce bias in the 
model’s performance. Secondly, the size and diversity of the training 
dataset directly influence the model’s ability to reliably identify 
different lesions. Currently, there is no consensus regarding the mini-
mum number of images needed to develop a reliable AI model, which 
further highlights the importance of external validation and testing. On 
an unrelated note, none of the included studies focused on developing AI 
models for caries detection in primary dentition. Considering the 
morphological and radiographic differences between primary and per-
manent dentitions, it is sensible to develop tailored models that address 
the unique diagnostic challenges in primary dentition. 

There are several published systematic reviews investigating AI- 
based diagnosis of dental caries. To the best of our knowledge, there 
are none that focus exclusively on BWR [6,37–39]. Several earlier sys-
tematic reviews focused on examining AI-based caries diagnosis across 
various types of radiographs. This wide-ranging inclusion of diverse 
diagnosis and radiography techniques contributed to heterogeneous 
datasets, which posed challenges for conducting a meta-analysis. We 
aimed to overcome these challenges in the present review by focusing 
solely on BWR. This relatively more homogeneous dataset made way for 
the quantitative summarization of the published data. Nonetheless, 
some degree of variability between the included studies remains, which 
we tried to overcome using a random effects meta-analysis model and a 
subgroup analysis for the different diagnostic thresholds, namely that of 
enamel and dentin caries. 

From a methodological perspective, this review has strengths and 

limitations. Among its strengths is the comprehensive search of five of 
the largest scientific databases in the field, and the study selection 
process that adhered to a strict protocol to ensure the inclusion of studies 
with a moderate to low risk of bias. This approach led to the inclusion of 
studies of higher quality. However, it also resulted in a reduction in the 
number of studies included. Another noteworthy aspect of this review is 
the custom-made RoB assessment form, which was tailored to evaluate 
the unique characteristics of studies bridging the dental and AI research 
fields. On the other hand, it is essential to also acknowledge the limi-
tations. The included studies showed a wide-ranging difference in data 
quality and reporting. Due to the compromised reporting quality, only 
five studies met the criteria for inclusion in the meta-analysis. The 
limited number of studies included in the analysis restricts the gener-
alizability of the meta-analytical findings. Additionally, conference 
publications, repositories, and grey literature were not included in this 
review. This omission may introduce publication bias, as we recognize 
the existence of several relevant publications from these sources in the 
field. Nevertheless, the deliberate decision to exclude these sources was 
aimed at concentrating on the methodological intricacies of the selected 
studies. These details would have been challenging to thoroughly assess 
in publications with incomplete or insufficient reporting. Furthermore, 
most studies included a relatively small dataset and used it to develop 
multiple algorithms, which may have overinflated the reported data. 
This warrants caution in interpreting conclusions derived from the meta- 
analyses. 

5. Conclusion 

This systematic review and meta-analysis consolidated the existing 
evidence on AI-based caries detection and classification from BWR. The 
heightened sensitivity of AI models compared to dentists emphasizes 

Fig. 6. HSROC curve showing the summary point for overall caries detection along with 95 % confidence region and 95 % prediction region estimates. The pre-
diction region is the estimated 95 % probability range for the expected performance of future studies conducted similarly to those already analyzed. 
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their value as potential clinical diagnostic aids. However, challenges 
involving limited data for meta-analysis, lack of data on the specificity of 
the model in some studies, and the impact of the annotators’ expertise 
call for refining research methodologies and enhancing the curation of 
training datasets. Furthermore, the scarcity of high-quality, adequately 
reported, and externally validated studies highlights ongoing research 
needs. Overcoming these challenges is essential for advancing AI’s 
diagnostic capabilities and improving patient care within the field of 
caries diagnostics. 
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